Stationary modes of the incompressible Stokes equation are derived using the method of potentials. Their relation to instationary modes is discussed.
In a recent paper [1] a method developed by which give Hansen, Stratton, Morse, Feshbach [2] ("HSMFmethod") for solving linear vector-wave equations u in electrodynamics was applied to find analytical expressions for three-dimensional time-dependent solutions of the Stokes equation for a pipe with circular cross-section. In this paper we derive analytical expressions for stationary modes of the 
5) Expressing u and p by potentials a(r,t), b(r,t)
The boundary condition u(r = R,<p,z) = 0 leads to
we get for a, b the differential equations See also [3] , p. 547. 
As can be shown by simple but lengthy calculations a similar relation can be found between the stationary modes u (mj) (/-, q>, z) and the instationary solutions
) which fulfill the boundary condition u {m) (r=R,
Solutions for m i= 0 can be found from (5) with The analytical limit process a -> 0 applied to (19) of [1] , where a is the time-separation constant, does
The relation between the stationary pressure func-
the stationa not give the dispersion relation for the stationary tions (10) and the corresponding instationary ones (Eq. (16) of [ 1 ] for c c = oo) is found to be 
Am.j) (/", (p, z) = p 0 + da
<7 = 0 k = k u) B (w, k U) ),(14)
